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Adaptive Nonlinear Exitation Control ofSynhronous GeneratorsGilney Damm1, Riardo Marino2, and Fran�oise Lamnabhi-Lagarrigue11 Laboratoire des Signaux et Syst�emes, CNRSSup�ele, 3, rue Joliot-Curie91192 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, Franedamm�lss.supele.fr, lamnabhi�lss.supele.fr2 Dipartimento di Ingegneria Elettronia, Universit�a di Roma Tor Vergata,via di Tor Vergata 11000133 Rome, Italy marino�ing.uniroma2.itAbstrat. In this paper, ontinuing the line of our previous works, a nonlinearadaptive exitation ontrol is designed for a synhronous generator modeled bya standard third order model on the basis of the physially available measure-ments of relative angular speed, ative eletri power and terminal voltage. Thepower angle, whih is a ruial variable for the exitation ontrol, is not assumedto be available for feedbak, as mehanial power is also onsidered as an unknownvariable. The feedbak ontrol is supposed to ahieve transient stabilization andvoltage regulation when faults our to the turbines so that the mehanial powermay permanently take any (unknown) value within its physial bounds. Transientstabilization and voltage regulation are ahieved by a nonlinear adaptive ontroller,whih generates both on-line onverging estimates of the mehanial power and atrajetory to be followed by the power angle that onverges to the new equilibriumpoint ompatible with the required terminal voltage. The main ontributions here,ompared with our previous works, is the use of on-line omputation and trakingof equilibrium power angle, and the proof of exponential stability of the losed loopsystem for states and parameter estimates, instead of the previous asymptotialone.1 IntrodutionThe problem of stabilization of power generators is a lassial power systemsand ontrol systems problem. It has been approahed for some time now inmany works initially by lassi ontrol and linear modern ontrol tehniqueswith good results, but only loally valid. Reently this problem has beentreated by nonlinear methods as Lyapunov tehniques (see for instane [12℄,[10℄, [7℄).Reently, feedbak linearization tehniques were proposed in [6℄, [4℄ and[13℄ to design stabilizing ontrols with the purpose of enlarging the stabil-ity region of the operating ondition. Nonlinear adaptive ontrols are alsoproposed in [1℄ and [14℄.The nonlinear feedbak ontrol algorithms so far proposed in the literaturemake use of power angle and mehanial power measurements whih are



2 Gilney Damm, Riardo Marino, and Fran�oise Lamnabhi-Lagarriguephysially not available and have the diÆulty of determining the faultedequilibrium value whih is ompatible with the required terminal voltageone the fault (mehanial or eletrial failure) has ourred.Following the lines of our previous works [5℄ and [3℄ we make use of thestandard third order model used in [14℄ (see [2℄ and [15℄) to show that theterminal voltage, the relative angular speed and the ative eletri power(whih are atually measurable and available for feedbak) are state variablesin the physial region of the state spaeIn this paper, ontinuing our previous results, we study the zero dynamisof the system, with respet to the terminal voltage, for typial values to showthe existene of two equilibrium points, one stable and one unstable. Thisis a motivation for the use of nonlinear ontrol instead of the lassial oneomputed using the approximate linearized model around the stable point.In our previous work [5℄, a nonlinear adaptive feedbak ontrol on thebasis of physially available measurements (relative angular speed, ativeeletri power and terminal voltage) was presented. There, when a pertur-bation ourred, the system was maintained in the old equilibrium point, nolonger valid, ausing wrong outputs, while the estimation of the new equi-librium point was made. Then, a trajetory to drive the system to the newequilibrium point was omputed.In the present work, estimation of the new equilibrium point and om-putation of the trajetory that drives the system there are done on-line.Global exponential stability is guaranteed for the whole losed loop systemto this new previously unknown equilibrium point. There is a onsiderableimprovement with respet to the output errors with the on-line proedure,and robustness is guaranteed by the exponential stability.2 Dynamial modelAs in [5℄, we onsider the simpli�ed mehanial model expressed in per unitas _Æ = !_! = �DH! + !sH (Pm � Pe) (1)where: Æ(rad) is the power angle of the generator relative to the angle of thein�nite bus rotating at synhronous speed !s; !(rad/s) is the angular speedof the generator relative to the synhronous speed !s i.e. ! = !g � !s with!g being the generator angular speed; H(s) is the per unit inertia onstant;D(p:u:) is the per unit damping onstant; Pm(p:u:) is the per unit mehanialinput power; Pe(p:u:) is the per unit ative eletri power delivered by thegenerator to the in�nite bus. Note that the expression !2s=!g is simpli�ed as



Adaptive Nonlinear Control of Synhronous Generators 3!2s=!g ' !s in the right-hand side of (1). The ative and reative powers aregiven byPe = VsEqXds sin(Æ) (2)Q = VsXdsEq os(Æ)� V 2sXds (3)where: Eq(p:u:) is the quadrature's EMF; Vs(p:u:) is the voltage at the in�-nite bus; Xds = XT + 12XL+Xd(p:u:) is the total reatane whih takes intoaount Xd(p:u:), the generator diret axis reatane, XL(p:u:), the trans-mission line reatane, and XT (p:u:), the reatane of the transformer, andthe de�nition XS 4= XT + 12XL. The quadrature EMF, Eq , and the transientquadrature EMF, E0q , are related byEq = XdsX 0dsE0q � Xd �X 0dX 0ds Vsos(Æ) (4)while the dynamis of E0q are given bydE0qdt = 1Td0 (Kuf �Eq) (5)in whih: X 0ds = XT + 12XL+X 0d(p:u:) with X 0d denoting the generator diretaxis transient reatane; uf (p:u:) is the input to the (SCR) ampli�er of thegenerator; K is the gain of the exitation ampli�er; Td0(s) is the diret axisshort iruit time onstant.Espeially beause Pe is measurable while E0q is not, it is onvenient toexpress the state spae model using (Æ; !; Pe) as states, whih are equivalentstates as long as the power angle Æ remains in the open set 0 < Æ < �, asfollows._Æ = !_! = �DH! � !sH (Pe � Pm)_Pe = � 1T 0d0Pe + 1T 0d0 � VsXds sin(Æ)[Kuf + T 0d0(Xd �X 0d) VsX 0ds!sin(Æ)℄+ T 0d0Pe! ot(Æ)g (6)in whih (Æ; !; Pe) is the state and uf is the ontrol input.



4 Gilney Damm, Riardo Marino, and Fran�oise Lamnabhi-LagarrigueNote that when Æ is near 0 or near � the e�et of the input uf on theoverall dynamis is greatly redued. Note also that here we have introduedthe notationT 0d0 = X 0dsXdsTd0The generator terminal voltage modulus is given byVt = � X2sP 2eV 2s sin2(Æ) + X2dV 2sX2ds + 2XsXdXds Peot(Æ)� 12whih is the output of the system to be regulated to its referene value Vtr =1(p:u:)2.1 Power AngleThe power angle is not measurable and is also not a physial variable to beregulated; the only physial variable to be regulated is the output Vt, while(Vt; !; Pe) are measured and are available for feedbak ation.As a matter of fat (Vt; !; Pe) is an equivalent state for the model (6) (asproved in [5℄)Æ = arotg VsXsPe  �XdVsXds +sV 2t � X2sV 2s P 2e!! (7)If the parameters (Vs; Xs; Xd; Xds) are known, state measurements are avail-able. From (7) it follows that in order to regulate the terminal voltage Vt toits referene value (Vtr = 1(p:u:)) Æ should be regulated toÆs = arotg VsXsPm  �XdVsXds +sV 2tr � X2sV 2s P 2m!! (8)From a physial viewpoint the natural hoie of state variables is (Vt; !; Pe)whih are measurable. The state feedbak ontrol task is to make the stabilityregion of the stable equilibrium point (Vtr ; 0; Pm) as large as possible. In fatthe parameter Pm may abruptly hange to an unknown faulted value Pmfdue to turbine failures so that (Vtr ; 0; Pm) may not belong to the region ofattration of the faulted equilibrium point (Vtr ; 0; Pmf ). The state feedbakontrol should be design so that typial turbine failures do not ause insta-bilities and onsequently loss of synhronism and inability to ahieve voltageregulation.A redution from Pm to (Pm)f of the mehanial power generated by theturbine, hanges the operating ondition: the new operating ondition (Æs)fis the solution of� (Pm)fPm + sin(Æ)fsin(Æs) = 0



Adaptive Nonlinear Control of Synhronous Generators 5and sine (Pm)f is typially unknown, the orresponding new stable operatingondition (Æs)f is also unknown.2.2 Zero DynamisIf we regulate the voltage output (Vt) to its referene value (Vtr), the zerodynamis will be given by_Æ = !_! = �DH! + !sH (Pm + XdXsXdsV 2s sin(Æ) os(Æ)� VsXs sin(Æ)sV 2tr � X2dX2dsV 2s sin2(Æ)whih are very omplex, and for some initial onditions or parameters valuesmay beome unstable.If we use the values de�ned in [5℄ we may plot _! as a funtion of ! andÆ, there will then be two points of Æ that satisfy the equilibrium of the zerodynamis. These points (the two real ones) are Æ = 1:26 and Æ = 2:96.Linearizing the system around eah one of these two points, we will haveas eigenvalues the pairs [�0:31� 7:58I;�0:31+ 7:58I ℄ and [�13:86;+13:86℄respetively.Thus we have shown the existene of two equilibrium points, onestable and one unstable. There will then be an attration region for the stableone. If one is driven out of this region (by initial onditions or by a fault),the ontroller will not at regulating ! and Æ and the system will beomeunstable. This shows that using the output error voltage as the only errorsignal may be dangerous as one may regulate this voltage and loose stability.3 Adaptive Controller and Main ResultIn this setion we present the alulation of the adaptive ontroller as in [5℄.Our main result is then to prove the global exponential stability of the wholesystem, with parameter exponential onvergene.The model (6) is rewritten substituting Pm by �(t) whih is a possiblytime-varying disturbane: this parameter is assumed to be unknown and tobelong to the ompat set [�m; �M ℄: where the lower and upper bounds �m; �Mare known.Let f(�; x) be a C3 referene signal to be traked. De�ne (�1 > 0)~Æ(t) = Æ(t)� f(�; x)!� = ��1~Æ + _f(�; x)~! = ! � !� = ! + �1~Æ � _f(�; x)



6 Gilney Damm, Riardo Marino, and Fran�oise Lamnabhi-Lagarrigueso that the �rst two equations in (6) are rewritten as_~Æ = ��1~Æ + ~!_~! = �DH! + !sH (�(t)� Pe)� �21~Æ + �1~! � �f(�; x)De�ne (�2 > 0; k > 0) the referene signal for Pe asP �e = H!s ��DH! � �21~Æ + �1~! � �f(�; x) + �2~! + ~Æ + 14k �!sH �2 ~!�+ �̂while �̂ is an estimate of � = Pm and ~Pe = Pe � P �e so that (6) may berewritten as (~� = � � �̂)_~Æ = ��1~Æ + ~!_~! = �~Æ � �2~! � !sH ~Pe � k4 �!sH �2 ~! + !sH ~�_~Pe = � 1T 0d0Pe + VsXdsT 0d0 sin(Æ)Kuf + (Xd �X 0d)V 2sXdsX 0ds !sin2(Æ) + Pe! ot(Æ)� H!s ����21 + 1+ �1DH� (��1~Æ + ~!)+ ��DH + �1 + �2 + k4 �!sH �2���DH! � �21~Æ + �1~! � !sH Pe � �f(�; x)��� ��DH + �1 + �2 + k4 �!sH �2� �̂ � _̂�� ��DH + �1 + �2 + k4 �!sH �2� ~� + D!s �f(�; x) + H!s _�f(�; x)De�ning �3 > 0, we then propose the ontrol lawuf = T 0d0XdsVsK sin(Æ)�0�0 = 1T 0d0Pe � (Xd �X 0d)XdsX 0ds V 2s ! sin2(Æ)� Pe! ot(Æ)+ H!s ����21 + 1 + �1DH� (��1~Æ + ~!)+ ��DH + �1 + �2 + k4 �!sH �2���DH! � �21~Æ + �1~! � !sH Pe � �f(�; x)��+ ��DH + �1 + �2 + k4 �!sH �2� �̂ + _̂�� k4 ��DH + �1 + �2 + k4 �!sH �2�2 ~Pe � D!s �f(�; x)� H!s _�f(�; x)� �3 ~Pe + !sH ~!



Adaptive Nonlinear Control of Synhronous Generators 7then, the losed loop system beomes_~Æ = ��1~Æ + ~!_~! = �~Æ � �2~! � !sH ~Pe � k4 �!sH �2 ~! + !sH ~�_~Pe = !sH ~! � �3 ~Pe ���DH + �1 + �2 + k4 �!sH �2� ~�� k4 ��DH + �1 + �2 + k4 �!sH �2�2 ~Pe (9)The adaptation law is ( is a positive adaptation gain)_̂� = Proj �� ~Pe�DH � �1 � �2 � k4 �!sH �2�+ ~!!sH � ; �̂� (10)where Proj(y; �̂) is the smooth projetion algorithm introdued in [11℄Proj(y; �̂) = y; if p(�̂) � 0Proj(y; �̂) = y; if p(�̂) � 0 and hgradp(�̂); yi � 0Proj(y; �̂) = [1� p(�̂)jgrad p(�̂)j℄; otherwise (11)withp(�) = (� � �M+�m2 )2 � ( �M��m2 )�2 + 2�( �M��m2 )for � an arbitrary positive onstant whih guarantees in partiular that:i) �m � � � �̂(t) � �M + �ii) jProj(y; �̂)j � jyjiii) (� � �̂)Proj(y; �̂) � (� � �̂)yConsider the funtionW = 12(~Æ2 + ~!2 + ~Pe2) (12)whose time derivative, aording to (9), is_W = ��1~Æ2 � �2~!2 � �3 ~Pe2 + ~!!sH ~� � k4 �!sH �2 ~!2� ��DH + �1 + �2 + k4 �!sH �2� ~� ~Pe � k4 ��DH + �1 + �2 + k4 �!sH �2�2 ~Pe2



8 Gilney Damm, Riardo Marino, and Fran�oise Lamnabhi-LagarrigueCompleting the squares, we obtain the inequality_W � ��1~Æ2 � �2~!2 � �3 ~Pe2 + 2k ~�2 (13)whih guarantees arbitrary L1 robustness from the parameter error ~� to thetraking errors ~Æ; ~!; ~Pe.The projetion algorithms (11) guarantee that ~� is bounded, and, byvirtue of (12) and (13), that ~Æ, ~! and ~Pe are bounded. Therefore, _̂� is bounded.Integrating (13), we have for every t � t0 � 0� Z tt0(�1~Æ2 + �2~!2 + �3 ~Pe2)d� + 2k Z tt0 ~�2d� �W (t)�W (t0)Sine W (t) � 0 and, by virtue of the projetion algorithm (11),~�(t) � �M � �m + �it follows thatZ tt0(�1~Æ2 + �2~!2)d� �W (t0) + 2k (�M � �m + �)2(t� t0)whih, if W (t0) = 0 (i.e. t0 is a time before the ourrene of the fault),implies arbitrary L2 attenuation (by a fator k) of the errors ~Æ and ~! ausedby the fault. To analyze the asymptoti behavior of the adaptive ontrol, weonsider the funtionV = 12(~Æ2 + ~!2 + ~Pe2) + 12 1 ~�2The projetion estimation algorithm (11) is designed so that the timederivative of V satis�es_V � ��1~Æ2 � �2~!2 � �3 ~Pe2 (14)Integrating (14), we havelimt!1 Z tt0(�1~Æ2 + �2~!2 + �3 ~Pe2)d� � V (0)� V (1) <1From the boundedness of _~Æ; _~! and _~Pe, and Barbalat's Lemma (see [9℄, [8℄)it follows thatlimt!1 24 ~Æ(t)~!(t)~Pe(t)35 = 0



Adaptive Nonlinear Control of Synhronous Generators 9We may now rewrite the losed loop system following the normal form:_~x = A~x+
T ~�_~� = ��
~xwhih leads to:_~x = 24��1 1 0�1 � (�2 + 2) �!sH0 !sH � ��3 + k4 21�35 ~x+ 24 0!sH�135 ~� (15)_~� = � �0 !sH �1 � ~xwhere 1 and 2, as 3 on next equation, are onstants. And then omputing:

T = !2sH2 + 21 = 3 > 0We then may show by persisteny of exitation that ~x and ~� will beglobally (for the model validity region) exponentially stable, then all errorsignals go exponentially to zero, for all C3 f(�; x). This is also valid thenfor the partiular ase where f(�; x) = Ær where Ær is given by equation (8).But, sine Ær is a one-to-one smooth funtion of �, it will onverge to theorret equilibrium value Æs as ~� onverges to 0, i.e. the referene trajetorywill onverge to the unknown equilibrium point and then limt!1(Æ�Æs) = 0.4 Simulation resultsIn this setion some simulation results are given with referene to the eight-mahine power system network reported in [4℄ with the following data:!s = 314:159 rad/s D = 5 p.u. H = 8sTd0 = 6:9s K = 1 Xd = 1:863 p.u.X 0d = 0:257 p.u. XT = 0:127 p.u. XL = 0:4853 p.u.The operating point is Æs = 72o, Pm = 0:9 p.u., !0 = 0 to whih orre-sponds Vt = 1 p.u., with Vs = 1 p.u..It was onsidered a fast redution of the mehanial input power, andsimulated aording to the following sequenes1. The system is in pre-faulted state.2. At t = 0:5s the mehanial input power begins to derease.3. At t = 1:5s the mehanial input power is 50% of the initial value.
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(a) (b)Fig.1. a1) Real Æ (-), Calulated Æ (-.), Ær (- -) a2) Pm (-),�̂ (- -) a3) Pm (-), Pe(- -) b1) ! b2) Vt b3) Control signalThe simulations were arried out using as ontrol parameters�i = 20 1 � i � 3 = 1 k = 0:1Fig. 1.a1) shows that the alulated power angle mathes perfetly the realone. It also shows that the trajetory for the power angle (Ær) goes smoothlyto its �nal value, and that Æ follows it perfetly.In Fig. 1.a2) one may see that the estimation of the mehanial poweris aurate, it may be very fast if we hange the parameters, and speiallyif larger errors are aepted for the state and output variables. This may beunderstood by looking at equation (10).The eletrial power is also orretly driven to the mehanial one aswe see in Fig. 1.a3). The same may be observed in Fig. 1.b1) for the rotorveloity.Fig. 1.b2) shows how the output voltage drops during the fault, and goesto its orret value when the system is driven to the orret equilibrium point.If estimation was not orret, there would be a steady state error.Finally, one an see in Fig. 1.b3) that the ontrol signal is very smoothand is kept inside the presribed bounds.Note that during all time, errors are very small. They an be made evensmaller by inreasing the parameter k.



Adaptive Nonlinear Control of Synhronous Generators 115 ConlusionsIn a previous work we have omputed the zero dynamis of the system withrespet to the terminal voltage having then obtained a highly nonlinear se-ond order dynamis. Based on typial values, we show here that there is onestable and one unstable points, and then, an attration region for the stableone. This is a motivation to be onerned with all the state vetor and notonly with the output voltage sine, even keeping it regulated to its referenevalue one may �nd instability for the whole system. It is also a motivationfor the nonlinear ontrol as the system may always be driven to an unsta-ble point where a linear ontrol, speially one designed using the linearizedsystem around the stable point, will not be able to stabilize it.Finally, using the same ontroller as in previous works, we prove the ex-ponential stability of the losed loop system. We also prove that the estimateof the parameter onverges exponentially to its true value. The system maybe driven arbitrarily fast to the new equilibrium point. The only restritionwill be the magnitude of the ontrol signal and the aepted error signal.Our present researh inludes the problem of transmission line failure.We have also started the proedure to do pratial implementations to verifyours simulations. The multi-mahine problem will then be the next step.AknowledgmentsThe �rst author would like to aknowledge the �nanial support of CAPESFoundation.Referenes1. Silva-A. S.-Kokotovi P. Bazanella, A. Lyapunov design of exitation ontrolfor synhronous mahines. In Pro. 36th IEEE - CDC, San Diego, CA, 1997.IEEE.2. A. R. Bergen. Power Systems Analysis. Prentie Hall, Englewood Cli�s, NJ,1989.3. Lamnabhi-Lagarrigue F.-Marino R. Damm, G.R. Adaptive nonlinear exitationontrol of synhronous generators with unknown mehanial power. In 1st IFACSymposium on System Struture and Control, Prague, Czeh Republi, August2001. IFAC.4. Chen-L. Fan-Y. Gao, L. and H. Ma. A nonlinear ontrol design for powersystems. Automatia, 28:975{979, 1992.5. Damm-G.R. Lamnabhi-Lagarrigue F. Marino, R. Adaptive nonlinear exitationontrol of synhronous generators with unknown mehanial power. book -Nonlinear Control in the Year 2000 - Springer{Verlang, 2000.6. R. Marino. An example of nonlinear regulator. IEEE Trans. Automati Control,29:276{279, 1984.7. R. Marino and S. Niosia. Hamiltonian-type lyapunov funtions. Int. J. ofControl, 19:817{826, 1974.
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